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Consultants & Consulting Organizations Directory John Wiley & Sons
White Space Is Not Your Enemy is a practical graphic design and layout guide that introduces
concepts and practices necessary for producing effective visual communication across a
variety of formats—from web to print. Sections on Gestalt theory, color theory, and WET layout
are expanded to offer more in-depth content on those topics. This new edition features new
covering current trends in web design—Mobile-first, UI/UX design, and web typography—and
how they affect a designer’s approach to a project. The entire book will receive an update
using new examples and images that show a more diverse set of graphics that go beyond print
and web and focus on tablet, mobile and advertising designs.
Webs of Influence Orange Groove Books
A fully updated guide to making your landing pages profitable Effective Internet marketing
requires that you test and optimize your landing pages to maximize exposure and conversion
rate. This second edition of a bestselling guide to landing page optimization includes case
studies with before-and-after results as well as new information on web site usability. It
covers how to prepare all types of content for testing, how to interpret results, recognize
the seven common design mistakes, and much more. Included is a gift card for Google
AdWords. Features fully updated information and case studies on landing page optimization
Shows how to use Google's Website Optimizer tool, what to test and how to prepare your
site for testing, the pros and cons of different test strategies, how to interpret results, and
common site design mistakes Provides a step-by-step implementation plan and advice on
getting support and resources Landing Page Optimization, Second Edition is a comprehensive
guide to increasing conversions and improving profits.

Search Marketing Benchmark Guide 2005-2006 John Wiley & Sons
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WEB, MOBILE, & SOCIAL MARKETING!
Your expert, up-to-the-minute, A-Z reference & how-to guide Choose the right goals, media, &
tools Plan, execute, measure, & optimize Avoid costly mistakes! Now, one amazing book brings
together ALL the reliable, detailed information you need to make the most of web, online,

mobile, and social marketing. It’s ALL here: SEO, pay-per-click, mobile marketing, social media
marketing, “PR 2.0,” analytics, email marketing, YouTube videos, Twitter and Facebook, blogs,
podcasts, and much more. Discover how to choose the right approaches, combine them into a
coherent, optimized strategy, and measure your results. Find realistic answers to your most
crucial questions...get “from the trenches” insights that save you money...learn to drive more
value faster. THE ONLY COMPLETE WEB MARKETING REFERENCE YOU NEED.
CUTTING-EDGE COVERAGE OF THESE TOPICS AND MUCH MORE: Creating effective
web/online marketing plans and budgets Integrating online and traditional marketing Designing
great sites--including ecommerce sites Getting actionable answers from web analytics Profiting
from search engine marketing (SEM) and optimization (SEO) Executing winning pay-per-click
and display ad campaigns Developing effective email lists and campaigns Building two-way
conversations with customers and prospects Marketing on Facebook, Twitter, and other social
media Creating an online PR media room Marketing through YouTube and podcasts Selling
through iPhone and Android apps Managing web/online marketing coherently and efficiently
Tracking performance--and improving it! Technical accuracy guaranteed by Econsultancy’s
Rebecca Lieb
Optimize Holt Paperbacks
How can you make it easier for people to find your website? And how
can you convert casual visitors into active users? SEO Warrior shows
you how it's done through a collection of tried and true techniques,
hacks, and best practices. Learn the nuts and bolts of search engine
optimization (SEO) theory, the importance of keyword strategy, and how
to avoid and remedy search engine traps. You'll also learn about
search engine marketing (SEM) practices, such as Google AdWords, and
how you can use social networking to increase your visibility. Ideal
for web developers, savvy marketers, webmasters, and anyone else
interested in SEO, this book serves not only as an SEO tutorial, but
also as a reference for implementing effective SEO techniques. Create
compelling sites with SEO that can stand the test of time Optimize
your site for Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft's Bing, as well as search
engines used in different parts of the world Conduct keyword research
to find the best terms to reach your audience--and the related terms
they'll respond to Learn what makes search engines tick by utilizing
custom scripts Analyze your site to see how it measures up to the
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competition
The Ultimate Web Marketing Guide AMACOM
Attract, engage, and inspire your customers with an "Optimize and Socialize" content marketing strategy
Optimize is designed to give readers a practical approach to integrating search and social media optimization
with content marketing to boost relevance, visibility, and customer engagement. Companies, large and small, will
benefit from the practical planning and creative content marketing tactics in this book that have been proven to
increase online performance across marketing, public relations, and customer service. Learn to incorporate
essential content optimization and social media engagement principles thereby increasing their ability to acquire
and engage relevant customers online. Optimize provides insights from Lee Odden, one of the leading authorities
on Content and Online Marketing. This book explains how to: Create a blueprint for integrated search, social
media and content marketing strategy Determine which creative tactics will provide the best results for your
company Implement search and social optimization holistically in the organization Measure the business value of
optimized and socialized content marketing Develop guidelines, processes and training to scale online marketing
success Optimize offers a tested approach for a customer-centric and adaptive online marketing strategy that
incorporates the best of content, social media marketing, and search engine optimization tactics.
The Well-fed Writer Kogan Page Publishers
Providing a practical and concise introduction to agency life, this text gives an insight into the day-to-day
operations of a professional PR firm and offers best practice for creating a successful PR career.
The Copywriting Sourcebook McGraw Hill Professional
The modern marketer needs to learn how to employ strategic thinking alongside the use of digital
media to deliver measurable and accountable business success. Digital Marketing Strategy covers
the essential elements of achieving exactly this by guiding you through every step of creating your
perfect digital marketing strategy. This book analyzes the essential techniques and platforms of
digital marketing including social media, content marketing, SEO, user experience,
personalization, display advertising and CRM, as well as the broader aspects of implementation
including planning, integration with overall company aims and presenting to decision makers.
Simon Kingsnorth brings digital marketing strategy to life through best practice case studies,
illustrations, checklists and summaries, to give you insightful and practical guidance. Rather than
presenting a restrictive 'one size fits all' model, this book gives you the tools to tailor-make your
own strategy according to your unique business needs and demonstrates how an integrated and
holistic approach to marketing leads to greater success. Digital Marketing Strategy is also
supported by a wealth of online resources, including budget and strategy templates, lecture slides
and a bonus chapter.
Getting Everything You Can Out of All You've Got Kogan Page Publishers
A book for everyone who writes or edits copy, it reveals dozens of techniques that can help you write ads,
commercials, and direct mail that get more attention and sell more products.
SEO Warrior Seo for Growth
"Search Engine Optimization, also known as SEO, is how people search and find your website
on the Internet. ... SEO is a key growth channel for your business, but the rules of SEO have
changed dramatically in recent years. To grow your business in today's economy, you need a
strong online presence. But what does that entail exactly? Marketing is no longer about mass-
market advertising and outbound sales; it's about capturing demand -- grabbing the attention of
people already looking to make a purchase or acquire specific knowledge. To do that, your
content needs to be at the top of Internet search results"--Amazon.com.
SAGE Publications

The classic guide to copywriting, now in an entirely updated third edition This is a book for everyone who writes
or approves copy: copywriters, account executives, creative directors, freelance writers, advertising managers . . .
even entrepreneurs and brand managers. It reveals dozens of copywriting techniques that can help you write ads,
commercials, and direct mail that are clear, persuasive, and get more attention—and sell more products. Among
the tips revealed are ‧ eight headlines that work—and how to use them ‧ eleven ways to make your copy more
readable ‧ fifteen ways to open a sales letter ‧ the nine characteristics of successful print ads ‧ how to build a
successful freelance copywriting practice ‧ fifteen techniques to ensure your e-mail marketing message is opened
This thoroughly revised third edition includes all new essential information for mastering copywriting in the
Internet era, including advice on Web- and e-mail-based copywriting, multimedia presentations, and Internet
research and source documentation, as well as updated resources. Now more indispensable than ever, The
Copywriter's Handbook remains the ultimate guide for people who write or work with copy. "I don't know a
single copywriter whose work would not be improved by reading this book." —David Ogilvy
Launch! Advertising and Promotion in Real Time John Wiley & Sons
Provides information on creating and maintaining Web sites that are optimized for search
engines.
Effective SEO and Content Marketing Henry Harvin
It’s OK knowing the theory, but when it’s 9am and you have just been given until lunchtime
to write some copy for a new sales email, landing page, press ad or brochure, what you really
need is a shortcut. This book takes the grind out of planning and writing almost any type of copy
by providing step-by-step advice on the best layouts, approaches and styles to suit everything
from an email subject line to recruitment ad, direct mail letter or website. Prepared by one of the
best copywriters in the B2B sector, this book also provides the reader with templates for 13 of the
most common copywriting tasks for maximum effectiveness and speed.
Professional Search Engine Optimization with ASP.NET John Wiley & Sons
The PR Agency HandbookSAGE Publications
The Ultimate Sales Letter Simon and Schuster
MASTER LOCAL SEO AND REACH THE RIGHT CUSTOMERS EVERY TIME With
Google, Yahoo!, and Bing returning local businesses as results on more than a billion daily
searches, Google Adwords expert Perry Marshall and lead generation expert Talor Zamir
introduce you to the basic framework behind a successful local SEO campaign. From defining
local search--often confused with paid search and search engine marketing--to local listing and
reviews to social outreach and effective content development, this guide delivers the tools to build
an entire local marketing campaign. You'll learn how to: Capture high-quality leads from Google
AdWords and Bing in 48 hours Master the components of a high-converting campaign and get
the most bang for your buck Harness mobile search advertising and Facebook ads for maximum
results
Ultimate Guide to Google AdWords Pearson Education
Five years and more than 100,000 copies after it was first published, it's hard to imagine anyone working in Web
design who hasn't read Steve Krug's "instant classic" on Web usability, but people are still discovering it every
day. In this second edition, Steve adds three new chapters in the same style as the original: wry and entertaining,
yet loaded with insights and practical advice for novice and veteran alike. Don't be surprised if it completely
changes the way you think about Web design. Three New Chapters! Usability as common courtesy -- Why
people really leave Web sites Web Accessibility, CSS, and you -- Making sites usable and accessible Help! My
boss wants me to ______. -- Surviving executive design whims "I thought usability was the enemy of design until I
read the first edition of this book. Don't Make Me Think! showed me how to put myself in the position of the
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person who uses my site. After reading it over a couple of hours and putting its ideas to work for the past five years,
I can say it has done more to improve my abilities as a Web designer than any other book. In this second edition,
Steve Krug adds essential ammunition for those whose bosses, clients, stakeholders, and marketing managers insist
on doing the wrong thing. If you design, write, program, own, or manage Web sites, you must read this book." --
Jeffrey Zeldman, author of Designing with Web Standards
Social Media Metrics For Dummies Flat World Knowledge
The classic guide to copywriting, now in an entirely updated fourth edition This is a book for everyone who
writes or approves copy: copywriters, multichannel marketers, creative directors, freelance writers, marketing
managers . . . even small business owners and information marketers. It reveals dozens of copywriting techniques
that can help you write both print and online ads, emails, and websites that are clear, persuasive, and get more
attention—and sell more products. Among the tips revealed: * 8 headlines that work--and how to use them * The
5-step “Motivating Sequence” for generating more sales and profits * 10 tips for boosting landing page
conversion rates * 15 techniques to ensure your emails get high open and click-through rates * How to create
powerful “lead magnets” that double response rates * The “4 S” formula for making your copy clear,
concise, and compelling This thoroughly revised fourth edition includes all new essential information for
mastering copywriting in the digital age, including advice on content marketing, online videos, and high-
conversion landing pages, as well as entirely updated resources. Now more indispensable than ever, Robert W.
Bly's The Copywriter's Handbook remains the ultimate guide for people who write or work with copy.
Engage!, Revised and Updated The Numa Group LLC
A consultant to some of America's leading corporations shares key insights and ideas on how to
supercharge one's business and career, explaining how to create and develop new opportunities
for wealth in any business, enterprise, or venture. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
The Copywriter's Handbook The PR Agency Handbook
ANYONE, ANYTIME, ANYWHERE This is not any other content writing book. This is THE
CONTENT WRITING BOOK! ‘Content Writing Handbook is the outcome of spending over
200,000+ man hours in seeking interest and understanding challenges of 36,514 individuals over
a period of 6 years towards writing. This was further boiled down to spending 5,500+ man hours
in imparting content writing training to individuals from diverse backgrounds via a popular
offering from Henry Harvin Education namely Certified Digital Content Writer (CDCW) course.
Converting vast experiences into nuggets of wisdom ‘Content Writing Handbook’
incorporates tips, tricks, templates, strategies and best practices that can help anyone who wants
to write just by devoting 1-hour to each subsection. And if you spend 1-hour daily for the next 32
days, you can complete the book! This book starts with 2 basic raw materials to write any form of
content, language skills and internet skills. Once we gain insight on these two skills, we move
towards developing skills to write 30+ content types, followed by learning about content strategy
and then finally how to earn online work from home through content writing. From Creative
Writing, Technical Writing, Research Writing, SEO Writing to writing E-Books, Emails & White
Papers. This book covers them all! YOU WILL GET ANSWERS TO (in less than one hour
each): What is content writing What skills are required to do content writing What are the tips
and best practices to do content writing effectively What are the various formats of content
writing What are various content writing tools & how to use them What are the most important
content writing interview questions How to get content writing jobs online This is just a
glimpse⋯ for an exhaustive list, check the content table inside!
Digital Branding Pearson UK
Start Small, Stay Small is a step-by-step guide to launching a self-funded startup. If you're a

desktop, mobile or web developer, this book is your blueprint to getting your startup off the
ground with no outside investment. This book intentionally avoids topics restricted to venture-
backed startups such as: honing your investment pitch, securing funding, and figuring out how to
use the piles of cash investors keep placing in your lap. This book assumes: * You don't have $6M
of investor funds sitting in your bank account * You're not going to relocate to the handful of
startup hubs in the world * You're not going to work 70 hour weeks for low pay with the hope of
someday making millions from stock options There's nothing wrong with pursuing venture
funding and attempting to grow fast like Amazon, Google, Twitter, and Facebook. It just so
happened that most people are not in a place to do this. Start Small, Stay Small also focuses on
the single most important element of a startup that most developers avoid: marketing. There are
many great resources for learning how to write code, organize source control, or connect to a
database. This book does not cover the technical aspects developers already know or can learn
elsewhere. It focuses on finding your idea, testing it before you build, and getting it into the hands
of your customers.
Don't Make Me Think Holt Paperbacks
This book accomplishes an analysis of critical aspects of managerial implications on the business with
information. The business dealing with information is spreading in the service market; and, an efficient
management of informational processes, in order to perform successful business with them, is now
crucial. Besides, economical/business, technological or any other kind of information, organized in a
variety of forms, can be considered as an ‘informational product’. Thus, creating a business value out
of information is challenging but vital, especially in the modern digital age. Accordingly, the book covers
the methods and technologies to capture, integrate, analyze, mine, interpret and visualize information
out of distributed data, which in turn can help to manage information competently. This volume
explores the challenges being faced and opportunities to look out for in this research area, while
discussing different aspects of this subject. The book will be of interest to those working in or are
interested in joining interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary work in the areas of information
management, service management, and service business. It will also be of use to young generation
researchers by giving them an overview on different aspects of doing business with information. While
introducing them to both technical and non-technical details, as well as economic aspects, the book will
also be extremely informative for professionals who want to understand and realize the potential of using
the cutting-edge managerial technologies for doing successful business with information/ services.
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